Shipping Terms

- Elite Prepaid anywhere in Lower 48 states, and Southern Canada (Vancouver, Calgary, Toronto, Saskatoon, Winnipeg) See Map
- Basic unit call for shipping price
- Basic units- 2 or more units prepaid anywhere in the lower 48 states, and Southern Canada (Vancouver, Calgary, Toronto, Saskatoon, Winnipeg) See Map
- Edmonton, Maritime, South Eastern Canada. Add $195.00 on Elites up to 800lbs. Add $310.00 on Elites over 800lbs. (same applies to Basics shipped at least 2 at a time)
- Alaska- Anchorage and Southern destinations. Add $305.00 on Elites up to 800lbs, add $415.00 on Elites over 800lbs.
- Fairbanks add an additional $200 to Anchorage rate.
- Call for container shipping prices to Europe, Asia, South Pacific, Australia, Africa and South America.
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